This paper presents a transfinite extension of a filter generating closure property of functions. One consequence of this extension is a hierarchy of filters which coincide with filters generated by a directed set type closure property. At each level of this hierarchy a progressively stronger notion of normality is satisfied. Ideals with this stronger notion of normality each have a corresponding saturation characterization.
Normality for filters on PKk can be defined in terms of regressive functions from PKk into k. It is well known that an equivalent definition for normality can be given in terms of regressive functions from PKk into Pwk. Likewise, the minimal normal filter can be characterized as the filter generated by sets closed under functions from k x k into PKk and an equivalent characterization can be made using functions from P^k into PKk. What if these two notions were extended to functions from PKk into P¿k and functions from P¿k into PKk respectively, for appropriate ö < k ? This question leads to the concepts and results in the present paper.
Standard notation is used throughout. Let k be a regular cardinal. If k > k is a cardinal with cf(k) > k , PKk = {x c k : \x\ < k }.
Given x e PKk, let x = {y e PKk : x ç y}. If F is a filter on PKk, F* is its dual ideal and vice versa, and F+ = {ACPKk:A i F*}.
The final section filter is given by FSFKx = { A C PKk : x C A for some jc e PKk }.
Filters over PKk extending FSFKx are called fine. And A ç PKk is said to be unbounded if A r\x / 0 for all x G PKk. For the extent of this paper, all filters (ideals) will be k-complete extensions of FSFKi ( FSFKi* ). A set C ç PKk is said to be closed under chains, if whenever {xy : y < ô} c C where xy ç xy>, when y < y' < ô < k , then \J{xy : y < 3} e C. The closed unbounded filter is given by CFKx = {AC. PKk : C ç A for some closed unbounded set C }.
Let ô = inf {f5 < k : 3y < k and y<S >k}. Definition 3. For a regular á < k , Z) ç PKA is said to be ¿-directed, if whenever d c D and | </1 < ô, there exists a y e £> such that \Jd ç y. And C ç PKk is said to be S-dclosed, if whenever D <z C such that | D | < k and Z) is ¿-directed, then \JD e C.
Theorem 4. Let S < S be regular. Suppose that v : Pgk -► PKk and w : Psk->PKk. Then
(3) Vx e Psk(v'(x) = U{ v'iy) : y e Ps(v'(x))}) ;
(4) vx, y € /V((W(x) n ü'üO) e C(u')) ;
Proof.
(1) C{v') C C(v) since Vx 6 Psk(v(x) c v'(x)). Next, given x e C(v), let y e P¿x. Then by induction on y < S , vi(y) = \J{v(z):z£Psy} Uycx; Definition 5. A filter F on PKk is à-normal, if whenever / : PKk -► P¿k such that A 6 F+ and Vx e A(f(x) 6 Pôx), then 3B C A , and y e /^A such that BeF+ and /(x) = y Vx e 5 .
As in the case for normality, ¿-normality can be characterized by a type of diagonal intersection. The symbol As will be used to indicate the diagonal intersection of a collection of subsets of PKk indexed over Pgk.
Theorem 6. A filter F on PKk is à-normal if and only if whenever {Cy : y € Psk } c F then Aâ{Cy : y 6 Psk} = {x e PKk : y e Psx => x e Cy} e F.
Proof. The usual argument adapts to this situation, see [Jel] . D In [Me] , Menas showed that the filter generated by closure sets of functions v : Pwk -» PKk is the same as the closed unbounded filter, CFKx, on PKk. In the same paper, Menas mentions and uses the fact that the filter generated by closure sets of functions v : Pwk -► PKk is the same as the filter generated by closure sets of functions v : k x k -> PKk. This fact has proved useful in obtaining results involving the closed unbounded filter on PKk. In particular, Carr used it to prove that CFKÍL is the minimal normal filter on PKk, see [Ca] ; Johnson used it to get results on M -ideals on PKk, see [Jo] . Also in [Me] , is the slightly hidden fact that the filter generated by the closure sets of functions v : k -► PKk is the same as SCFkX , the strongly closed unbounded filter (which is the filter generated by unbounded subsets of PKk closed under arbitrary unions of size less than k ). In [Mi] , this fact and a theorem similiar to Theorem 4 for v : k -* PKk are used to establish results about quasinormal filters on PKk.
In what follows, a general theory is developed for filters generated by v : Pgk -► PKk, where S < S is regular. What emerges is a strict linear hierarchy of filters (ideals), each coinciding with a corresponding ¿-closed unbounded filter and each satisfying a progressively stronger normality property, namely ¿-normality. Note. If C ç PKk is ¿-dclosed unbounded, then C is closed under unions of chains from C of cofinal length greater than or equal to ¿ (call this ô-closed). The converse does not appear to yield to Solovay's method, see [Mag] . It would be interesting to determine whether or not a set is ¿-dclosed unbounded if and only if it is ¿-dclosed unbounded. Or, if the filter generated by ¿-dclosed unbounded sets is denoted by CF£X , then DCF%X c CF^X, but does equality hold?
Both DCF^X and CF%k are k:-complete, fine, ¿-normal filters on PKk. For DCF£x it is a consequence of the next theorem and for CF£X the verification is routine and will be omitted. The next set of definitions and theorem will be used to establish that, at each level of the hierarchy, F£x is the minimal ¿-normal filter on PKk .
Definition 12. For any filter F on PKk, denote AF = { A c PKk : 3{ Aa : a < k } c F and Aa<xAa ÇA}.
In [Ca] , Carr determined that for every filter F on PKk extending FSFkX :
( 1 ) F ç AF , where equality holds if F is normal; The following theorem is in the spirit of [Me, Corollary 16] , and characterizes ¿-stationary sets in terms of " ¿-regressive" functions.
Theorem 17. For S < S, Se PKk is ô-stationary if and only if for every f : PKk -► Psk such that f(x) G P¿x, Vx G S (say f is S-regressive over S), there exists an unbounded subset of S where f is constant. Proof. One direction follows directly from the fact that F*x is ¿-normal.
For the other direction, assume that S is not ¿-stationary. Theorem 18, in combination with the following statement provide the base for the results on splitting stationary subsets in the two papers mentioned in the preceding paragraph: If I is an M-ideal then, for any stationary subset A, I^NS\A (where NS stands for the nonstationary ideal on k or PKk). In the latter case, the fact that the closed unbounded filter on PKk can be replaced by the filter generated by closure sets of functions v : P^k -> PKk provides the key to the proof of this statement.
A variation of Johnson's generalization of the Mahlo operation to PKk is presented, which is directly analogous to the way Jech generalized the diamond principle to PKk in [Je2] . The theorems of this section are not meant to be exhaustive, but rather they are meant to suggest that a great deal of what can be done for CkX can in turn be done for F^x . Another example of this point comes from analyzing the work of Matsubara in [Mat] . A consequence of Matsubara's technique is that PKk splits into k<K many disjoint ¿-stationary subsets.
